Subaru stereo wiring harness

Where each modified wire is connected to is double checked before dispatch. Label the
alternator leg of the harness so you don't lose track. All of the above are retained in all
harnesses converted by RJES. Pictured below is an illustration for a 95' alternator but the idea
is very similar. I would not hesitate to have him do another harness for me. Select Monitor and
Black diagnostic connectors, You simply supply us with the Subaru harness from your donor
car and we return a precise, year and model-specific plug and play harness. You will not be
disappointed. With Honda and Toyota swaps, the original wiring from the ECU to the engine can
be simply unplugged and replaced think product with a â€¦ Powered converter reduces strain on
wiring system and is made using SMT to ensure superior performance. In other cases we have
either just completed a harness or extended it to â€¦ FAQ. Most will, but mismatches are
common, often because the diagram is for a car sold into a different market, etc. Which means,
you can find can be as easy as possible. Fitting instructions included, including an explanation
of what each wire that you need to connect does. The bulk of the work is in unwrapping and
re-wrapping the wires. So, my estimate for an entire harness conversion is that it may take you
approximately 16 hours. Install Subaru Engine 6B. These three bundled connectors go to the
rear of the motor and are for the cam and knock sensors. Being a harness, there is just a single
O2 sensor, and this is the connector. Label the following connectors with masking tape and
make sure you do not cut the wires attached to these components. In this article you will learn
the basic steps of how to extract the wiring harness from your donor Subaru car. Not sure about
later ones. Alternatively you can download the file and open it with Excel, then save and return
it by e-mail. I decided to spread the work over the course of a week spending only a couple
hours each day. Here is another wiring harness example, this time using an 01 2. The harness in
a good state for testing. Car radio wire diagram gm radio wiring diagram. Most helpful harness
wiring and all around knowledgeable guy on subaru conversions I have met. His work is
impecable and his willingness to help with troubleshooting are far above what you get from
most conversion operations. The harness in its rough form but none of the cut wires have been
spliced and soldered. Subaru Harness Merging "Subaru made it bolt right up, iWire makes it
plug right in. End at a necessary connector â€” Tie a knot at the loose end. This step can seem
challenging at times, but with patience, it is very feasible for a novice mechanic. ECU controlled
radiator fans are nice to have too, as Subaru's use more than just coolant temperature to
determine when the fan should be on. COM This is a very rewarding part of the process and
allows you to be intimate with the guts of the Subaru engine swap. Remove Vanagon Engine 5.
If you are unsure about how to copy and paste the table into an e-mail, please click how to paste
table into an e-mail. Continue to follow actions The headlight wires may be cut behind the
fender near the front after they separate from the engine sensor wires. Office Web site for more
information. Here are a few of the connectors we do not need: There is a great method to this
madness. In some cases we can provide the complete Subaru harness or do a harness swap if
you are in a rush, - EJ22 harness testing and repair - if you have run into wiring problems. Find
a table, a room in your house, a cup of coffee, and breathe deep â€¦. From cooling systems to
wiring harnesses, we have designed our products to get your Subaru conversion up and
running quickly and keep it performing well for years. End at unnecessary connector and travel
through to other side- Cut wire at each side of connector and continue to trace wire. Try to leave
2 inches of wire on the connectors so that if you mistakenly cut the wrong one, you can solder it
back in place. Once again, this is a EJ22, but the process of harness removal is very similar to
other year models. Our parts allow you to install a Subaru engine and lose nothing of the
original Vanagon's utility and great design. The wiring harness can be a great joy if you don't let
yourself bend to intimidation. They are almost always wired differently to European, US and
Australian models. Another bundle of 15 wires going to the tail lights can be cut. Obviously, the
wire harness conversion will take everyone different amounts of time. The objective is to end up
with an near OEM quality wiring harness for youe Subaru conversion. All our wiring work is
done assuming the harness you have supplied is non JDM unless you state otherwise. Get it as
soon as Thu, Jan 7. Large grey connector with bolt through it save for now. An output to drive
the VW coolant temperature gauge if for a T This picture shows the completed harness.
Removing the wiring harness requires removing the entire dash from the Subaru and removing
the left front fender or at least the apron under the fender. Solder make sure it is proper size for
electronics , 7. It is not uncommon to spend a day on the internet trying to find a wiring diagram
for a JDM Subaru in English, and to find nothing. If I could give 10 stars I would. Remove Donor
Engine 2B. Note that you will have incurred some cost by the time such a fault is diagnosed. All
connections are labeled for an easy installation. It can be difficult to find all the right parts to
make your Subaru powered Van come to life. Heat-shrink rubber tubing for electrical wires, 9.
Connector plugs directly into existing wiring. Quickly and easily install a 4-way trailer connector
on your Subaru Outback Wagon with this custom harness. Continue actions We'll send you

back a custom plug and play harness that keeps the amenities of your car while adding features
from your new engine and matching factory ECU. All required Subaru harness features will be
retained. These wiring kits are unique to each Subaru year and model. A couple notes - This
article was written many many years ago. No need to cut or modify your vehicles existing wiring
harness, Curt's custom fit T-connector trailer wiring kits will plug right into your existings
factory wiring. The following article uses a wiring harness and engine for the example. DON'T
cut out, very necessary. The two big grey engine plugs the connect to the engine harness that
lives under the intake manifold. We pride ourselves on the standard of our wiring work. First of
all, this step does not take as long as you would expect and if you work indoors you may not
even break a sweat. After you have labeled the necessary connectors, you may now cut and
remove the unnecessary connectors, but do not cut connectors that have wires going in one
side and out the other at this time. Engine connectors 2 square grey connectors in group , 6. We
have repaired harnesses where a No start situation had occurred. Install Subaru Engine 7.
Subaru Engine Prep 6A. After building over Subaru powered Vans and Vanagons, we have
learned a lot about how to make them run well. If you have soldered wires before, then this
should be a breeze and may only take you 16 hours total. Inventors of the Subaru - VW
conversion bell housing using Subaru flywheel, clutch and starter, rjes. Your email address will
not be published. Home Blog page â€” Centered Uncategorized subaru wiring harness
conversion. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. We are working hard to process orders! View details. Watch our
video and read our blog for step-by-step instructions documenting the installation of a
aftermarket car stereo receiver. QualityMobileVideo Blog. Watch our video and read our blog for
the proper wiring colors and their definitions. We explain wire-by-wire what these connections
do for the installation of an aftermarket car stereo receiver. Subaru Wiring Harness. View as List
Grid. Show 15 30 Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. For - Subaru vehicles Used to
install and aftermarket car stereo without cutting stock connections Designed for vehicles
without premium audio systems and factory amplifier Includes 14 Pin plug for power and
connections Learn More. Used to install and aftermarket car stereo without cutting stock
connections Includes 20 Pin plug for power and speaker connections Allows for the installation
of an aftermarket radio using the existing factory wiring and connectors ABS plastic for
maximum reliability Factory OEM quality Makes replacing the factory car stereo wiring very
easy Learn More. Replace factory speakers without cutting the factory wiring One kit needed
per pair of speakers Learn More. Fits - and Up select Toyota vehicles Retains factory steering
wheel controls with aftermarket car stereo Requires ASWC-1 Plug-and-play installation for quick
installation Provides output for factory camera Learn More. Fits - Nissan Maxima vehicles Use
your Aftermarket Car Stereo to display the factory back up camera Single camera switching:
rear camera in reverse Retains factory steering wheel controls with aftermarket car stereo
Requires ASWC-1 Plug-and-play installation for quick installation Pr
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ovides 6 volt dc output for factory camera Learn More. Shop By. Shopping Options Vehicle
Brand. Infiniti 1 item Nissan 1 item Scion 1 item Subaru 10 items Toyota 2 items. Vehicle Year.
Rating Filter. HDMI input. No 1 item. Axxess 2 items iDataLink 2 items Metra 8 items. LCD
Screen Size. Uses Factory Screen 1 item. Black 1 item White 5 items. Parking grid lines. Built in
Bluetooth. No Bluetooth 1 item. Yes 1 item. Back up camera input. Cable Type. Connector Type.
RCA Cable 1 item. Image Flip Function. Built in Speakers. VGA input. No - VGA input 1 item.
USB input. SD Card input. Compare Products. Remove This Item Compare. Clear All. My Wish
List. Last Added Items. Add to Cart Add to Cart. Remove This Item. Go to Wish List. How to
install a car stereo Watch our video and read our blog for step-by-step instructions
documenting the installation of a aftermarket car stereo receiver. Car Stereo Wiring Guide
Watch our video and read our blog for the proper wiring colors and their definitions.

